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Looking back
The Gideon case 25 years later
by Yale Kamisar

Last March 18 marked the 25th anniversary of Gideon v. Wainwri ht,
one of the most popular decisions
ever handed down by the United
State Supreme Court.
Prior to Gideon, a person too
poor to hire a lawyer had an unqualified constitutional right to
appointed counsel only when
charged with a crime punishable
by death . In non-capital cases, he
had no such absolute right. If
forced to defend himself without a
lawyer and convicted of a serious
crime, he could obtain relief only if
he could show specifically that he
had been "prejudiced" by the absence of a lawyer, or that "special
circumstances" (his lack of intelligence or education, or the gravity
and complexity of the offense
charged) rendered criminal proceedings without the assi tance of
counsel "fundamentally unfair."
The trouble was that application
of this test was inherently speculative and problematic. When a
layman defends himself, the resulting record usually make him look
overwhelmingly guilty and the
case look e ceedingl imple. Such
a record doe not reflect what defenses or mitigating circum tance
a trained advocate would have een
or what lines of inquiry might have
been pursued.
The Gideon C urt deemed it an
" bvious truth" that a pers n "too
poor to hire a lawyer cann t be a sured a fair trial unle c unsel i
provided for him ." Thus, the Court
establi hed an absolute right to
appointed coun el in all eriou
criminal cases . (A decade later,
the Court applied Gideon to
misdemeanor defendant entenced to prison .)

Yale Kamisar

Most of the Warren Court's leading criminal procedure cases
evoked sharp dissents on the Court
and produced much unhappiness,
even anger, in law enforcement circles and in the public. Gideon is a
striking e ception.
It was a unanimous decision . It
was supported by a broad ethical
consensus. It was widely applauded by the legal profession, press
and public. It was the subject of an
award-winning book by Anthony
Lewis and a stirring television
movie that was based on the book.
But thi is no time for congratulations . On death row are some
2,000 pri oners, 99 percent of
w horn cannot afford a lawyer. Gideon i mall comfort to them. Why?
For one thing, in the years since
Gideon, the Court has made it clear
that the constitutional right to asigned coun el doe not apply to
litigati n be nd the first appeal.
And too many lawyer consider
their job d ne when the highest
c urt of any tate has affirmed
the conviction .
In uch an event, so far a the
Con titution i concerned, a prisoner who eeks Supreme Court
review or other post-conviction relief i left to hi own device . And

s
many death row inmates cannot
read or write.
Some states have tried to fill the
gap. For example, Florida, where
the Gideon case arose, has established a state agency to represent
death row inmates in post-conviction proceedings . Since it started
up in October 1985, this agency has
won 60 stays of execution. In other
states, such as Texas, where more
than 250 people are on death row,
there is no state support for counsel beyond the first round of
appeals.
True, every person on every
death row was represented by a
lawyer at his trial and at the penalty phase - the part of the trial at
which the jury determines whether
to sentence the person convicted of
a capital offense to life imprisonment or death.
But because the emotional and
physical strain is so great and the
compensation so low, most private
lawyers shy away from capital
punishment cases. Unfortunately,
not infrequently the lawyers who
do represent capital defendants in
the first instance make mistakes
that not even the most skillful appellate lawyers can overcome.
As Prof. Welsh White of the University of Pittsburgh School of Law
points out in a recent book, the
best way to be successful at the
penalty stage "is to present a dramatic psychohistory of the
defendant to the jury'' (to show, for
e ample that the defendant was
abused as a child or abandoned by
his parent ), so that the jury can
see and understand him a a human being.
But a ignificant number of trial
lawyers in capital case either d
not adequately under tand the importance of the penalty stage r
lack the time, re ources r commitment t gather the nece ary
informati n ab u t the defendant's
background .
In theory, an appellate lawyer
can verturn a death sentence by
1
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demonstrating that the defendant
was the victim of "ineffective" trial
counsel. But this is a herculean
task. An appellate lawyer must not
only show that trial counsel was
deficient but that his unprofessional performance "prejudiced"
the defendant- that but for trial
counsel's subpar performance,
the outcome would have been
different.
It is tempting to conclude - and
many a busy court reviewing a
death sentence has yielded to this
temptation - that even if trial
counsel had gathered a massive
amount of material pertaining to
the defendant, and even if he had
presented the mitigating factors
discovered as a result, the defendant would still have received the
death penalty. This state of affairs
led Justice Thurgood Marshall last
year to voice concern that lower
courts may be getting the impression that the right to counsel
"guarantees no more than that
a person who happens to be a
lawyer is present at trial alongside
the accused."
Justice Hugo L. Black, who
wrote the opinion for the Court in
Gideon, observed in another case
involving the rights of indigent
defendants that "there can be no
equal justice where the kind of trial
a man gets depends on the amount
of money he has." This is a nice
saying. And the Gideon Court
thought it had gone a long way toward achieving "equal justice" in
the administration of justice. But
death row lawyers - almost all of
whom can tell horror stories about
capital cases bungled by trial
counsel - have another saying:
"People with money don't get the
death penalty."

The above article originally appeared
in the New York Times, March 16,
1988. Copyright © 1988, New York
Times Co. Reprinted by permission.
Yale Kamisar is the Henry K. Ransom
Professor of Law at Michigan.
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Comings and goings
Interviews with Friedman and Katz; farewell to Irish
Five new faculty members have been
added to the Law School over the past
year: Richard Friedman, a specialist in
the areas of evidence and constitutional
law; Avery Katz, an economist who
holds joint appointments in the Department of Economics and the Law
School; Merritt B. Fox, a specialist in
securities; Michael Bradley, the Everett
E. Berg Professor in the U-M School
of Business Aciministration, who will
regularly teach courses in the area of
corporate finance in the Law School;
and Bruno Simma, a specialist in international and human rights law.
Profiles of Professors Friedman and
Katz follow. Professors Fox, Bradley
and Simma will be interviewed in the
winter issue.

Richard Friedman
Working in disparate fields
"People ask me which is my favorite course. It's like asking a parent
who his favorite child is - you love
them in different ways," says Richard Friedman, who joined the
faculty this fall.
A visiting professor at the Law
School last year, Friedman arrived
via the Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law at Yeshiva University
where he had been on the faculty
for five years. Previously, he was an
associate of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
Wharton, and Garrison in New
York. At the U-M, Friedman taught
evidence and a seminar on the Supreme Court in the 1930s, and is
teaching civil procedure this fall.
"I enjoy working in disparate
fields," says Friedman, who taught
courses ranging from constitutional law to commodities law at
Cardozo. But he acknowledges

special joy in teaching evidence,
for that course "sweeps across the
whole substance of law." Adds
Friedman with a smile, "Teaching
evidence is like game-playing in a
way. Once you accept a few premises, much of evidentiary law
becomes a logical game, seeing
whether certain things should be
admissible or not. At the same
time," he emphasizes, "in certain
respects, evidence law is very
much in need of revision."
Friedman will be making a
major contribution to the field
through his role as general editor
of the classic multi-volume treatise,
Wigmore on Evidence. Not only was
the last edition of the treatise, prepared by Wigmore himself,
published in 1940, but some of the
partial subsequent revisions are
nearly 30 years old, Friedman
notes.
"The treatise should again be,
as in prior times it always was, the
first source that anyone - judge,
practitioner, academic, or nonlawyer - naturally consults when
seeking a reflective discussion of
an evidentiary question," he states
in his prospectus to the revision.
While working on the treatise,
Friedman is also preparing a short
coursebook on evidence. On the
back burner for now is a project of
a very different nature - a biography of Charles Evans Hughes.
As a Marshall scholar at Christ
Church, Oxford, Friedman wrote
a Ph.D. thesis on Hughes as chief
justice. Because he will not be able
to complete the full biography for
some time, Friedman may first
publish a book on Hughes's judicial career.
"He had a fantastic career,"
Friedman says of Hughes. "He was
a very prominent lawyer, governor,
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Richard Friedman

secretary of state, twice Supreme
Court justice." Friedman stres e
that there is a real need for a new
biography on Hughes, describing
the standard work as "charmingly
told but one-sided in Hughes's
favor."
"My view of him i much more
cornple ,"Friedman ay . "He wa
sometimes self-righteous and kind
of haughty."
Friedman's outside interest
range from baseball top litics.
He's a £ rrner member of the Na au
Dern cratic County C rnrnittee
(the lowest position, he note , f r
which it is p ssible t run in a primary). He has written article f r
the general, as well as the academic, market. A Washington F st
Op Ed piece titled "Sorry, Judge,
Maybe in 20 Years or S ," 1 ked
at hi torical precedent t the
confirmation contr vers v r
Supreme C urt n rninee Judge
Douglas Ginsburg.
A graduate £Harvard C llege
and Harvard Law Sch l, Fried-
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Avery Kntz

man was a member of Law Review
and served as one of Harvard's
voluntary defenders. Having lived
rn st of his life on the East Coast,
he's been pleasantly surpri ed at
how readily he's adjusted to life in
Ann Arbor.
"It' a terrific town," he ays,
"and the cultural life is remarkable
for a place o small. Bute en if I
didn't enj y Ann Arbor so much
I'd till be very happy at the
Law School. I'm delighted with
ever thing - the tudents, rn
colleagues, the librar and taff
upp rt, and the Law Quad itself."

Avery Katz
to tudy
by Grace Shackman

Aver Katz, a sistant pr fe
r in
b th th Law School and Department f Ee n mies, i in th

vanguard of scholars using economic methods to research legal
issues. Observes Katz, "I combine
the research habits of an economist, with the research interest of
a lawyer."
According to Katz, "Economic
analysis of law has risen to the le el
of a chool of thought in the last 10
or 15 year ." While law schools have
often had economists on their staff
(Peter Steiner, before his appointment as dean of LS&A, was the
econ mist on the Law School faculty), having scholar trained in
b th field is relatively new.
Katz graduated fr rn the U-M
with an undergraduate degree in
econ mies (hi honor thesi wa
on the ec nomics of scalping
fo tball ticket ) and went on to
Har ard wh re he earned b th a
Ph. 0. in c nomics and a law degree in nly ix year . Katz went
ab ut c mpl ting the r quirement
f r hi dual degree pr gram in a
rath r unorthod way, alternating
thr
flaw tudy with two
3
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of economics. In the fifth and si th
years he wrote hi dissertation,
which consisted of three essays
u ing economic models to analyze
different aspects of the litigation
process .
In the first es ay, Katz analyzed
ome of the factors that determine
how much is spent on a law case.
In the second, he compared the
American rule requiring both partie to a lawsuit to pay their own
attorney's fees with the English
method of making the loser pay the
expenses of both sides. He argued
that although the American
method is widely thought to be
more e pensive, in reality the
English system may be costlier
because it effectively makes the
stakes higher and the privately perceived price of legal service lower.
Katz based his argument on a
premise arrived at in his first essay,
that a more expensive case is more
likely to be pursued. The third essay was an economic analysis of
frivolous lawsuits.
Katz finished his dissertation in
the spring of 1986 and joined the
University of Michigan faculty that
fall with a joint appointment in the
Law School and economics department. Each semester he teaches
one course in each department,
while continuing his research.
One of his courses, law and
economics, which he already
taught as an undergraduate seminar at Harvard, he teaches in both
departments . The course focuses
on private lawsuits, contracts, private property, torts, and criminal
law, all using the concepts and
techniques of economics.
In the Law School Katz teaches
contracts and the economics of
public policy analysis. In the economics department he teaches
economic regulation of business
and will add next year a course
on public e penditure.
Apart from hi teaching, Katz is
working on two research projects:
one theoretical, the ther em4
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pirical. The empirical project
continues on the line of thought in
his Ph.D. thesis, seeing if it is possible to quantify the effects of
economic variables on the frequency of trials and the amount of
e penditure on litigation. He is
using data collected by the University of Wisconsin Law School's
Civil Litigation Research Project.
The researchers obtained the data,
Katz explains, by choosing cases at
random from five judicial dockets,
and interviewing the lawyers and
clients. Individual data on litigation is rare, he points out, in part
because of the confidentiality of thE
lawyer/client relationship, making
the Wisconsin study very valuable.
The theoretical research project
applies economic models of bargaining to the rules of contract
formation, and includes an economic analysis of the "battle of the
forms ." Katz hopes the analysis
will reveal which of various rules
best promotes economic welfare
and efficiency.
Katz manages to continue working in two fields by remaining
flexible. He says, "My interests are
diffuse. I have twice as many colleagues and hear of twice as many
problems ."
Katz is married to U-M Law
School graduate Sharon Feldman.
While Katz was in graduate
school, Feldman worked as an
assistant attorney general in the
Massachusetts Attorney General's
Public Protection Bureau, specializing in insurance regulation. She is
now a Michigan assistant attorney
general working in the same field.
Katz's extracurricular interests
include politics and music. He has
served as a precinct delegate and
enjoys playing classical guitar.

Grace Shackman is a freelance writer
in Ann Arbor.
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Leon E. Irish

Irish returns to private
practice
Professor Leon E. Irish, who joined
the Law School in 1985 following a
highly successful career as a practicing attorney, has returned to
private practice with the firm of
Jones Day in Washington, D.C.
Irish cited family concerns as
reasons for his leaving. Before
coming to Michigan he had been
associated with Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered, in Washington,
D.C., for 17 years.
"It has been a great personal and
professional pleasure to be at the
Law School," said Irish. "It has
been a very satisfying and enriching experience for me, and I am
sad to leave."
Irish's leaving, commented
Dean Lee C. Bollinger, "deprives
us of a hope that we could provide our students and the world
of scholarship with intelligent and
imaginative treatment of such
neglected yet critically important
fields as the law of pensions, the
sea and disarmament. Surely no
one will ever arrive here again with
this package of diverse interests,
and so Lee returns to private practice with the satisfaction that it will
take more than one person to replace him here. We wish Lee all the
very best."
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Broadening perspectives on
international law
New seminar features visiting scholars from abroad
A new seminar taught last winter by
Profe sor Joseph Weiler provided firsthand insight into the perspectives of
socialist and Third World countries on
current issues of international law. An
integral part of this new seminar was
the participation of three visiting international scholars: Professor Monica
Pinto from the Argentine Republic,
Professor Galina Shinkaretskaya from
the U.S.S.R., and Professor Liu Gaolon uf the People's Republic of China .
The seminar was designed to encou rage discussion of the theories and
policies underlying complex i ues of
international law. Among the broader
topics discussed in the seminar were
the common heritage of humanity, international terrorism , and the role of
the International Court of Justice.
Professor Monica Pinto teaches
international law and human ri ht at
the Faculty of Law and Social Science ,
Univer ity of Bueno Aire . She is al o
a research fellow at the National Council on Scientific and Technical Re earch
in Bueno Aires. Her re earch intere t
include the peaceful u e of nuclear ener y, nuclear non-proliferation, and
international humanitarian law.
Professor Galina Shinkaretskaya graduated from the
Mo cow State In titute for Forei n Relations. She did post- raduate le al
tudie at the Institute for State and
Law where she currently erves a a reearch scholar concentratin on dispute
settlement mechani m in the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea .
Professor Liu Gaolong i a
lectu~ rand vice director 1the international law ection of the law faculty
at Pekin Univer ity. After receivin
his LL.B. and LL.M . at Pekin
University, he was awarded an LL.M.

at Dalhousie University in Halzfax,
Canada, where he served as a visiting
lecturer in 1987. He has also taught at
the University of Washington Law
School at Seattle .
Last semeste'1 two students in the
class, Thomas Benedict ('89) and
Karen Brady ('89) interviewed the
visitor for LQN. Excerpts from those
interviews follow.

Q•

How do you think that your
country's perspective on international law differs from that of the
United States or the countries of
the other professors?
Professor Pinto: Our position is
perhaps different in certain areas
from China, the Soviet Union or
the United States . Unlike these
countries, we are not a member of
the "Big Five" of the United Nations. Argentina is a rather special
country within the international
sphere because in certain areas we
hare our view with Western countrie . After all, we are a former
Spanish colony. Consequently, we
inherited a number of Western legal instruments and ideologies .
Howe er, we are not a "Western"
country in the strict political science definition. We are undeveloped, so in some areas we do
share the views of the Third World.
The difference between Argentina
and most other Third World countries is that most of these countries
are newly independent states.
Since we have been a state since
the early 19th century, we didn't
participate in this last decolonization movement. This makes for a
difference in our thinking in certain ar as .

Joseph Weiler

Professor Shinkaretskaya: We see
international law as democratic,
and obligatory for every nation. We
do not distinguish between "traditional" norms and those norms
influenced by the emergence of
socialist and Third World nations.
In my country, there is a very
strong movement toward uniting
the whole world . We must understand that the planet is small. We
have a dilemma before us - either
live together or perish. To survive,
we have to do more than just put
forward our own ideas . We have to
listen to other nation , however
crazy their ideas may eem to u .
I can see that people in the
United States understand the danger of nuclear weapon . But they
do not fully appreciate the danger
of a poiled envir nment . The
danger to the environment is
even greater than that of nuclear
weapon because thr at t the environment do not ar u e the ame
en e f urgency. It i quite natural
f r a human being t be afraid
fa b mb, but people ar n ta
5
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tional law because y u ha e o
many eminent authoritie n internati nal law who have haped its
de el pment.
Professor Shinkaretskaya
(laughing): We don' t have any uch
illusions.

Q•

What do you see as the future of international law? What
role do you think socialist and
Third World countries will play in
that future?

Profe or Liu Gaolong explained the views
of his country, the People's Republic of China .

readily frightened of dirty water
or dirty air.
Professor Liu: International law is
relatively new to China. As a result
of our recent emergence from political chaos, Chinese scholars and
government officials strongly emphasize the rule of law and reliance
on the legal system. This emphasis
carries over into the international
field. Scholars and officials in international law wish to comply with
international law in order to improve the Chinese image. We want
to let the world know that we are
very concerned with international
law and world order.
Frankly, my impression of
attitudes in the United States
regarding international law is quite
negative. When I attended the seminar, I found your approach toward
international law does not have the
same emphasis on strict adherence
with international norms. I got the
impression from some students
that if compliance with international law would harm American
interests, the government may disregard international law. Many
Chinese scholars have the illusion
that the United States is, or should
be, more willing to accept interna-

6

Professor Pinto: International law
has a great role to play for the
Third World. Third World countries have been aching to use
international law to implement
their goals. Although these underdeveloped nations were initially
wary of international law, they
have shifted to a pragmatic manipulation of it. Once they reached
this point of manipulation, they realized that through law they might
effect certain changes in the world.
I think that the Third World is very
powerful because of their numbers . But even the power of

In a discussion of the Malvinas-Falkland
Islands dispute, Professor Monica Pinto of
Ar entina presented her country's position.

Profe sor Galina Shinkaretskaya of the
U.S.S.R. offered a first-hand perspective
on the Chernobyl nuclear accident while
discu sing the le al ramifications of
international pollution.

numerical majority is not nece sarily very effective. We need
consensus - we must include
countries of the First and Second
World . Majority alone is ab olutely
useless.
Present international law is the
law of transaction . This explains
why there are imperfect rules of
international law, because those
rules are the outcome of disjointed
tran action . International legal
rules are the reflection of ocial and
political standards. Those rules
have no chance of being effective
unless they reflect a minimum consensus of Western, Socialist and
Third World countries.
Professor Liu: In my opinion, international law has e perienced
great changes during the last
two decades. One of these major
changes was the emergence into
the world arena of a great number
of independent states . These
newly independent countries have
brought their own values and
approach to international law,
to the world. Many of these new

B

approaches have a great impact on
the development of international
law. For example, this has resulted
in the emergence of many new
principles, such as sovereignty over
natural resources and the new international economic order. In my
opinion, this is just the beginning
of the active role Third World countries will play in the development
of new international princi pies.
International law will become
increasingly important in guiding
international relations. Why? Previously, the major obstacle to the
implementation of international
law was the fact that many, even
most, countries in the world had
not obtained independence. Their
major task was to struggle for independence - politically, militarily,
and economically.
I think this phenomenon
still exists in today's world. But
international relations are changing because these previously
colonial countries have changed
their task. Their previous task was
to fight for independence. Now
their major task is to pursue economic development, as well as to
maintain political independence.
Relations among the countries will
be weighted more toward economics, more toward technical
issues. In these areas, countries
need more international law to
guide them. It will become easier
for some countries to reach agreement, to consent to some norms of
international law, by avoiding political issues. This is illustrated by
the Law of the Sea Conference, the
largest world-wide conference in
the history of the world. It is basically not a politically oriented
conference. It is not a discussion of
independence, racism, or colonialism. The conference deals with
specific technical and economic
issues. I think economic and
technical considerations will play
an ever-increasing role in the future of international relations.
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Finally, future international principles will be quite different from
those to which the superpowers
and industrial powers are accustomed. The superpowers and
traditional industrial powers might
be unhappy with these changes.
This has happened in the United
Nations. The United States has
become more unhappy with the
United Nations, threatening to
withdraw from this agency or that
organization. Now is the time for
the United States and other traditional industrial powers to adjust
to new norms and new relations. It
won't work for the United States to
just ignore these changes.
· The traditional industrial powers
can also play a very important part
in the formation of new international law. In the economic and
technical areas, these powers have
a lot of experience. They can use
this expertise to influence the de-

velopment of international law. For
example, many of the technical
provisions in the Law of the Sea
Conference were initiated by
experts from the United States,
Japan, and the Soviet Union.
Furthermore, as international
economic transactions continue to
expand, all countries will benefit.
Professor Shinkaretskaya:
Professor Liu is quite right.
The only future for mankind lies
in international law. Of course,
sometimes every country, from
whatever "World," must be patient
and suffer. But in the long run,
every nation and every human
being will profit from these
changes. Because we have so
many relations deeply penetrating each others' interest, and
we have so many common interests as well, the only way we can
survive is through the rule of international law.

The right to die?
Kamisar: "On the brink of active euthanasia"
"We are much closer to practicing
active euthanasia than is generally
realized," stated U-M Law School
Professor Yale Kamisar, delivering
the eighth annual Philip A. Hart
Memorial Lecture at the Georgetown University Law Center on
April 14, 1988. Kamisar did not
think it could be denied that
in recent years the courts have
sanctioned the "intentional killing"
of patients by doctors.
When physicians withdraw artificial food and water, as various
courts have permitted them to do
recently, commented Kamisar,
"the patient does not die from the
underlying illness. Rather, the physicians establish a new and lethal
cause for death. They intend to
bring about death. They are aiming

at death - often the death of a "biologically tenacious" person who
has already been removed from a
respirator. If this isn't 'intentionally
killing' someone, what is it?"
Continued Kamisar: "When nutrition and fluids are furnished a
patient, what clinical condition is
the doctor 'treating'? When nutrition and fluids are withdrawn,
what 'burdensome' treatment is being removed? In most of these
cases the patient feels no pain. And
if he or she does, withdrawing nutrition and fluids may cause more
pain."
At the time of the Quinlan case,
few would have predicted that only
a decade later the practice of terminating fluids and nutriment from a
patient would receive widespread

7
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support fr m phy ician , bi ethicists and the general public. The
i ue never aro e in the Quinlan
case, e idently becau e Karen
Ann' father balked at discontinuing fluid and nutritional supp rt.
Indeed, recalled Kamisar, "Jo eph
Quinlan e pressed amazement
when asked whether he wanted
the feeding tu be removed.
'Oh, no,' he replied, 'that is her
nourishment.'"
But the law and public opini n
ha e moved ery quickly in the
dozen years since Quinlan was decided. However formidable the
psychological and symbolic di tinction between respirators and
feeding tubes once was, it has now
collapsed." In recent years, California, Mas achusetts, and New
Jersey court have rejected any distinction between the termination of
artificial feeding and other forms of
life-sustaining treatment.
According to Kamisar, the Quinlan ca e has contributed greatly to
the current attitude. By domesticating the removal of the respirator what he would call one form of
pas ive euthanasia - "the next
step down the slope became more
thinkable and more plausible.
Because of the enormous publicity
generated by the Quinlan case, we
quickly grew accustomed to the
idea of turning off a respirator and psychologically ready for the
ne t phase. Cutting off food and
water from a patient would have
met enormous resistance if done
in one step. But we did it in two
steps . That is how the law and
public opini~n grow - for better
or for w rse.
Kamisar rec gnized that all legal
and moral questions involve the
drawing of lines. "The tr uble is,"
he maintained, "that in this area
we have already missed several pportunitie to 'draw the line.' We
might have (1) st pped hort f
di c ntinuing n urishment and
hydration; (2) re tricted the s called right to die to competent
11
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patients who e press a desire to die
or to those who (unlike Karen Ann
Quinlan) e ecuted a living will or
it equivalent before becoming incompetent; or (3) limited the right
to dyin patients (an incurably ill
per on or ne whose condition is
'irreversible,' is not necessarily a
dying one). But we have done none
of these things."
Recent developments, especially
the "feeding tube" cases, maintained Kamisar, "have rendered
virtually meaningless the distinction between 'e traordinary' and
'ordinary' treatment, 'advanced'
and 'basic' treatment, 'life-prolonging' and 'death-prolonging'
treatment (and the even more
elusive distinction between 'life-

Faculty awards,
honors, activities
John H. Jackson, the Hessel T.

Yntema Professor of Law, taught
in Florence, Italy this summer,
in Georgetown's 1988 Summer Law
Program in international and comparative law. The program was
organized in cooperation with the
European University Institute, the

John H. Jack on

s

ustaining' and 'life-pr longing.')"
Kamisar joined others in saying
g od riddance to these terms.
But he added:
IJOver the years these terms have
done their work. They have confu ed, deceived and seduced us.
The very vagueness of these terms
has proved quite helpful to proponents of passive euthanasia. This
spongy language has made it easy
to bring about a considerable
amount of passive euthanasia under
another name. And the 'feeding
tube' cases have seriously undermined whatever distinction once
existed between 'killing' and 'letting
die.'" Indeed, contended Kamisar,
"these cases have brought us to the
brink of 'active euthanasia.'"

graduate research and teaching
institution of the European
Communities. Jackson taught a
course in international trade and
economic relations law.
Roy Proffitt, professor emeritus at

the Law School, received the Distinguished Alumni Service Award
from the U-M last spring. The
award, the highest honor bestowed

Roy Proffitt

B

Mathias Reimann.

by the Alumni Association, cited
Proffitt's three decades of service as
professor, associate dean, and director of the Law School Fund .
Mathias Reimann has been
awarded a Jean Monnet Fellow hip
by the European University In titute/Florence for 1988-89. Reimann
is on leave this year in order to
complete a major research project
exploring the influence of German
ideas on American jurisprudence
in the 19th and 20th centuries.
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Frederick Schauer

fam e Boyd White

Frederick Schauer had a busy 1988
Winter Term. He spoke on various
aspects of freedom of expression at
the Vermont and Washington Judicial Conferences . He also delivered
faculty symposium papers on various aspects of rules and legal
theory at the Harvard Law School,
Case Western University Law
School, the University of Windsor
Faculty of Law, and the Academia
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan.

Baden-Baden, Federal Republic
of Germany.)

Eric Stein, Hessel E. Yntema Professor Emeritus, gave a course on
European integration in the light
of American federal e perience at
the College of Europe in Bruges,
Belgium last March. Several Law
School alumni, including Jacques
Bourgeois, I o van Bael, and Hjalte
Rasmus en, were on the faculty of
the College at the same time .
A leading German law publishing hou e has reprinted .the issue
of the Michigan Law Revzew honoring Profes or Stein on the occasion
f his retirement. This is probably
the first time that an i ue of the
Review was republished abroad in
b ok form. (Michigan Law Review
Assn. (Ed .), The Art of Governance,
Fe t chrift u Elien van Eric Stein ,
Nomos Verlagsgesellschaftr

James Boyd White, the L. Hart
Wright Professor of Law, is serving
on the executive commitee of the
U-M Institute for the Humanities
and will serve as chair of the Michigan Society of Fellows for the next
three years. He has given lectures
at St. John's University in Minnesota, at Seattle University, the
University of Washington, and
Concordia College, as well to the
Classics Department at The University of North Carolina, and ~~e
inauguration of the Humaruhes
Institute at the University of
Georgia .
Two of White's articles have
appeared recently: "Constructing
a Constitution: 'Original Intent'
in the Slave Cases," in Maryland
Law Review, and "Intellectual Integration," in Northwe tern Law
Review. Last year White began
teaching a series - which continues this year- of interdi ciplinary courses: on Greek law
and rhetoric; the entence a a
cultural artifact; and religious law.
The series i supported by the
Presidential Initiatives Fund.
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